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Technology Terms
Digital Information Technology

**READ ENTIRELY PRIOR TO BEGINNING**
Not following these instructions will result in a loss of potential points

On a separate sheet of your own paper (clearly handwritten), define each technology term below. Keep terms in numeric
order, or points will be deducted. Write a sentence for each term directly below the definition, like the example below. Do not do
definitions and sentences on 2 separate sheets of paper, follow format of the example below. Each sentence should contain a
subject, predicate, and linking verb. Along with this sheet, include all other sheets of lined notebook paper used to complete this
assignment and then staple all sheets of paper together. Make sure this sheet is on top before you staple and also make sure your
name is on each sheet of paper. If you do not follow these instructions or you do not complete this assignment you will not receive
full credit. This assignment is worth a total of 80 points, each definition and sentence is worth 1 point each, there are 40 terms.
40 terms x 2 points each = 80 points possible
For example, the term “WEB2.0” should be written like this,
WEB2.0
+ (definition) The WEB 2.0 is the web where the user creates the content. Sites like; Youtube, Blogs, & Facebook are Web 2.0.
+ (sentence) The WEB 2.0 is an empowering force for the individual because they create the content of the website.
Terms to use for assignment:
1- binary
2- bit
3- byte
4- browser
5- cable modem
6- wifi
7- RAM
8- user-generated content
9- cursor
10- database
11- data mining
12- network
13- microblogging
14- vlogging
15- download
16- e-mail
17- hardware
18- software
19- HTML
20- icon
21- LINUX
22- raster image
23- vector image
24- Internet
25- kilobyte (K)
26- megabyte (MB)
27- gigabyte (GB)
28- front-end web development
29- back-end web development
30- peripheral device
31- pixel
32- firewall
33- scanner
34- text editor
35- spreadsheet
36- URL
37- USB
38- virus
39- World Wide Web
40- viral

